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Problem
With the establishment of the Braves group, the third
of four expected groups at the Dale H. Farabee School, many
problems existed in classroom management and programming.
This study was designed to observe front line staff
and their treatment of children for the purpose of solving
management problems.

Development and implementation of

remedial techn_iques were an attempt at problem-solving.
The study was originally designed to include four
groups of children; however this phase of the study is
concerned only with the group known as the Braves.
This study analyzed staff practices and attempted to
eliminate management problems by educating front line staff
to the application of Re-Ed philosophy.
Procedures
The subjects of this study were the twenty-one
children who have been members of the Braves Group at the
Dale H. Farabee School for-some designated period of time
between Fepruary 1973 and June 1974.
of each child is four to six months.

The expected residence

One instrument was designed to gather the necessary
information for a starting point and another instrument was
designed for use in remediating the problem.
questionnaire was constructed to determine:

A three item
(1) teacher

observation of referral reason to actual referral reason
(2) management strategy for individual children and (3)
teacher opinion_ of improvement of individual child behavior.
In order to remediate the problem an evaluation form listing
target behavior or referral reason was designed for use by
the staff.

Other information needed for the study was Wide

Range Achievement Test Scores and Coopersmith Self-Esteem
Inventory Ratings.
In order to assure objectivity the questionnaire was
administered by someone other than the researcher.
Other information such as teacher education and
environmental factors was included as the basis for fu-ture
study.

Descriptions of various aspects of the program were

also included for future use.
Findings
Comparisons were made by means of arithmetic percentage to determine the relationships of various factors
studied.
The population sample is too limited to arrive at
definite conclusions but suggestions are made by the trends
2

shown.
When systematically reminded of referral reason, the
staff remained aware of the problem.

With this awareness the

staff adhered to Re-Ed philosophy of short term placement and
children responded more rapidly to the treatment program.
Systematic evaluation.tended to cause teachers to share
management approaches which in turn provided greater treatment
consistency.
This study gave strong indication that self-esteem as
measured by the Coopersmith is related to academic achievement
as measured by the Wide Range Achievement Test.
To determine the effect of teacher education and
experience on classroom management in a residential school
would require a long range study.

There were not enough data

to draw any conclusions.
Individual programming, along.with other treatment,
enabled most-children in the Braves Group to increase their
rate of achievement.
For the· interest of the reader, a typical day with the
group was described.

It is hoped that this description will

make the study more meaningful to community school people.
One section also compared similarities of children in the Braves
Group at the Dale H. Farabee School to children in community
schools with suggestions for curriculum modification.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement and Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the degree
of accuracy with which front line staff understand the
referral reason for a child's presence at the Dale H. Farabee
School.

A staffing procedure will be implemented to bring

about ·a close relationship_ between teacher awareness of
referral reason and actual referral reason.

Many aspects of

the Dale H. Farabee School program will be described and
compared to the Re-Ed philosophy as stated by Dr. Nicholas
Hobbs.
Rationale
A residential program for emotionally disturbed children was begun in February 1971.

The Dale H. Farabee School,

as the residential program is known, is located in Lexington,
Kentucky.

Its curricula embodied the concepts set forth by

Nicholas Hobbs and was established with similar objectives as
Cumberland House in Nashville, Tennessee.
Since every Re-Ed program is unique, continuous
evaluation is necessary and important in determining that
actual treatment of children does not vary from original
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Re-Ed philosophy.

Therefore, this study was begun in an effort

to provide information leading to an evaluation of this relationship.

It should be noted that the program is young and

developing.

In fact, it has not reached capacity as outlined

in the original plans.

An attempt will be made to determine

the degree of accuracy with which the front line staff understand the reason for a child's presence in a residential school
as well as the consistency of treatment provided for the child.
There are four groups of _children at the Farabee
School.

When expansion is complete, there will be five staff

members assigned to each -group of eight children.

At this

writing, one group has only.four children; therefore, they are
short one staff member.
As this is· a loosely structured descriptive study,
some information regarding types of children served and
educational background of staff will be included.
done not without forethought.

This is

It is hoped that some relation-

ship between types of referrals and/or staff education with
ability to combine theory and practice will emerge or at least
a thread that can be followed in a subsequent study.
Definition of Terms
In the analysis to follow, a number of terms will be
used in a special sense.

These terms are as follows:
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(1)

Front-line staff - Teacher counselors that work

directly with children.
(2)

Re-Ed - Re-Ed stands for Re-Education of emotion-

ally disturbed children.
(3)

Braves - A group of nine and ten year old children

in residence at the Dale H. Farabee School.
{4)

Team - Five teacher counselors who are directly

responsible for a group of children during residential
treatment.
, (5)

Staffing - Discussion of child's problems and

progress.
Delimitations of the Study
This study is limited to the Braves Group at the
Dale H. Farabee School.

The limited sample of children

prevents results from being conclusive.

A further limitation

is that long-term data,is not yet available on graduates.
Some portions of the study are entirely descriptive and
intended for no purpose except as a basis for further study.
The validity of the study will be affected by turnover
of staff.

The original staff interviewed may have changed by

the time the second interview is given.
Academic gains may be in direct relation to a child's
ability.

Since children move in and out, rate of academic

achievement may not be accurately reflected by the degree of
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treatment consistency as subjects measured will be different.
Assumptions
The basic question to be answered by this study is:
Is it possible to effect more consistent treatment of children
by providing planned academic reference to· a child's referral
problem?

Assumptions are:

1.

The present relationship between the staff's

concept of referral reason and actual referral reason can be
determined.
2.

The relationship between the staff's diverse

approach ~o treatment of individual children and the staff's
awareness of referral reason can be shown.
3.

By presenting data on individual cases to team

members and providing them with a systematic means of reviewing referral reason and individual staff approach, more
consistent treatment is effected.
4.

The teams can effectively put to practice the

Re-Ed concept of short-term placement, four to six months.
Consistent treatment will decrease the average length of
treatment.
5.

Education and experience make a significant

difference in practical application of theory.
6.

Consistency of treatment allows a child to make

greater academic gains.
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Objectives
On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, the
following objectives will be treated in this study:
1.

To determine if there is a variation in a team's

view of the presenting problem and the actual problem.
2.

To determine if team members act autonomously,

each using an individual approach rather than acting as a
unit.
3.

To determine if implementation of a systematic

means of reviewing referral reasons and individual treatment
approach will bring about more consistent treatment.
4.

To determine if the average length of residential

treatment can be decreased in direct relation to consistent
treatment and accurate understanding of the child's reason
for referral.
5.
gains.

To determine if treatment will increase academic

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE BRAVES
The Farabee School
The Dale H. Farabee School is a residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed children located in the north
end of Lexington,. Kentucky on the grounds of Eastern State
Hospital.
Although Eastern State Hospital supplies food and
maintenance for the Farabee School, there is no overlap of
program and the direct administration is completely separate.
The Farabee School, as the residential center will
hereafter will be described has been in operation since
February 1972.

It began with one group of six boys and

shortly thereafter another group of boys was added.

It was

not until February 1973 that the third group of children with
behavioral problems was added.
is the focus- of this study.

This group known as the Braves

When operating at capacity, each

group will contain eight children.
The Staff
The staff team consists of five members selected not
only on the basis of educational expertise but on guidelines
set forth by Dr. Nicholas Hobbs.
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A teacher-counselor is a decent adult;
educated, well trained; able to give and receive
affection, to live relaxed and to be firm; a person
with private resources for the nourishment and refreshment of his own life; not an itinerant worker
but a professional through and through; a person with
a significance of tomorrow; a person of hope, quiet
confidence, and joy; one who has committed himself
to children and to the proposition that children who
are emotionally disturbed can be helped by the
process of Re-Education. Hobbs, 1966.1
Because of 60% turnover in front line staff from
February 1972 to September 1973. tjj:is factor must be considered
in rela.tion to. the overall development of the group.

However,

it should be noted that every new staff member was provided
with thorough individual. and group orientation.

At no time

was turnover 100%; therefore, there was always someone on the
staff familiar with the children's problems and the management
system theretofore used by the staff.
·I

Until Sj'lptember 1973, data have been sporadically
collected and is another factor to be considered in the
validity of this study.

1Nicholas Hobbs, "A Natural History of an Idea,"
American Psychologist, Volume 21, Nol 12, December, 1966.
p. 1106.
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TABLE I
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE OF BRAVES' STAFF
SEPTEMBER 1973

Staff Position

Degree

Day Teacher Counselor
B.A.
Day Teacher Assistant
B.A.
Dormitory Aide
less
Night Teacher Counselor B.S.
Liaison Teacher CounselorB.A.
M.A.

I

Experience
with Children

Elem. Ed.
2 years 10 months
Journalism
0
1 yr. college 0
Psych. and Soc.0
Elem. Ed
Guid. and Coun.4 years 5 months

After four months the children went home for a month's

vacation, returning for a month's primitive camping with a
different staff.

Then late in August began the academic year

with yet another staff.

Of the staff that began in August

1973 two members, th_e liaison teacher counselor and the
teacher assistant, had had experience with that group from
its beginning.

The Day Teacher Counselor had been with

Lexington Re-Ed since its beginning servi_ng six months as
Night Teacher Counselor and one year as Day Teacher Counselor
for another group.

She came to the Braves lacking in formal

educational skills in so far as disturbed children were con-cerned, but her experience had helped her become proficient
and knowledgeable in management systems available for children
with behavioral problems.

The Night Teacher Counselor had

had three years experience with a residential program in
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New Hampshire in treatment plans and parent training.

He

lacked specific knowledge of Lexington Re-Ed and his educational
background was in Spanish and English.

The Teacher Assistant

in the group was selected primarily because the persons
responsible for employing him subjectively decided that he
had a nice manner with children, met the criteria as set forth
by Dr. Hobbs and was one of the few male applicants for the
job.

His greatest drawbacks were lack of educational skills,

his degree was in journalism, and the fact that he had had no
experience in working with children.
The new Dorm Aide was personally·committed to the
program and had an educational background in Psychology and
brief experience appropriate for the role she would assume.
The Liaison Teacher Counselor had been with Lexington
Re-Ed almost since its beginning.

Her educational skills,

Educational Psychology and Counseling plus five years public
school teaching experience, and her experience in the Re-Ed
program as a Community Liaison Educational Counselor gave her
the position of the most qualified staff member serving the
team.

She also assumed the role of team.coordinator.
The composite experience and education of the total

number of front line staff who have worked with the Braves
since February 1973 until September 1973 (with the exclusion
of a month's camping experience) was:

total length of

teaching experience seven years, three months with a mean
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experience of one year and three months and a median of zero
years experience.
There consisted a variety of educational training;
four of the five held B.A. degrees in either Elementary
Education, Psychology and Sociology or Journalism, and one of
these also had earned an M.A. in Educational Psychology and
Counseling.

Of this original team no one had ED certification

and only two had elementary certification.
Beginning the year in late August 1973, the education
and experience status changed to a composite of ten years, two
months with a mean of two years and four months and a median
of one year, six months with two certified in Elementary
Education and one in Secondary Education.

Five held B.A.

degrees in either Elementary Education, English, Spanish or
Psychology.

One of these had earned an M.A. in Educational

Psychology and Counseling and another was working toward an M.A.
The Children
For the purpose of this study, real names of children
will not be used.

The•original group began with five children:

John, Jimmy, Jack, Albert and, Jake.
were respectively:

The presenting problems

John, academic underachievement and dis-

ruptive classroom influence; Jimmy, hyperactivity, short attention span and possible slow perceptual development; Jack acting
out aggressive ·behavior and deviant sexual behavior; Albert,
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aggressive and noncompliant behavior; Jake, low self-image
and possible perceptual problems.

Four of these five children

were on medication, and two were diagnosed as being possible
learning disabled.
Albert early established himself as the group bully
and it was the team's decision, with the school director's
approval, to move him to the group of older boys.

He still

exhibited the same beh·avior and established himself as the
bully of the older group though his physical size would seem
to have made this impossible.
Shortly thereafter in April, Charles came into the
group keeping it numerically at five.

Charles·• problem was

frequent temper tantrums.
At this point two girls, Millie and Frances, entered
the group.

Millie had threatened self harm, was described as

insecure and there was evidence that she would lie as well as
steal.

Francie was a Child Welfare case who was disruptive

and unruly.

There also was evidence that she would lie and

steal.
It became apparent at this point that Jack's sexual
deviance and persistent private exposure made him unsuitable
for the group and he was moved to the older group.

However,

problems with mixing girls and boys at this age were still
apparent, and the girls slept in an all girls cottage even
though they continued their daytime activities with the Braves
group.
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The group was now at six.

Since Millie was on medi-

cation, there were now three of this number on medication.
Next to enter the group was Peter, a foster child with
presenting proglems of aggression, destruction and running
away.

Lawrence rou~ded out the group on the fifteenth of April

with a presenting problem of frequent temper tantrums, noncompliance and evidence of stealing and lying.
Within two months there had been ten children in the
group.

Three of these children were aggressive, one of these

also sexual deviant; three disruptive and unruly; two temper
tantrums; one hyperactive and short attention span; one low
self-image.
Although only one of the ten was described as an
underachiever, all except one child was working below grade
level except in problem solving where he was three months
above.

According to the Wide Range Achievement Test, one

other child was seven months above grade level in reading
al though she fell below in all other subj ec.t areas.

The

children ranged from ten to twelve years in age and actual
grade placement was from third to fifth grades with two in
third, four in fourth, one in fifth and three suspended from
public school.
Thera was a three year span in chronological age and
grade level achievement as well as actual grade placement.
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TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES

Grade Level Equivalent
Reading
Spelling
Arithmetic

Type of Score
Mean
Highest
Lowest

3.2

3.0

5.5

5.7

1.8

1. 6

3.3

4.7
2.4

Four of the original ten were on medical assistance,
three were in foster care, seven were products of homes broken
by divorce and one broken by death.

Only two of these

children were living in homes with,both natural parents.

Of

these, one mother had been deaf since the age of nine and
assumed the role of child to child in the mother-child
relationship.

In the other, the father by very gen·erous

standards would still be considered a bigot.

Of the original

ten, four were black and six were white.
In May, after beginning in February, the group
consisted of six boys.; two black; two girls, one black; three
of whom were on medication; and three families were involved
in family counseling.

All but two of the parents were

involved in child management classes, and these two would not
become involved as one parent was deaf and the other was
serving a prison term for drug misuse.
So the composition began with this group serving 50%
Fayette County, and with the removal of the Harrison County
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child to Fayette., the composition changed to service for this
group being 63.5% provided for Fayette County.
Of the original ten the largest annual income was
$12,000 and the lowest $480.00 with one undertermined because
of constant change of foster parents.

Income of two of the

ten was anavailble as the intake information was incomplete.
Both of these were Fayette County cases.

Ignoring the three

unavailable incomes, the medium income of the group was
$4,900 and the mean income was $5,961.77.
TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF REFERRALS

Source

Number

Parent
Pupil
Personnel
Teacher
School
Social Worker
Child Welfare

COUNTIES
Fayette Harrison Franklin Jess. Scott

2

1

3
3

2

1
1

1
1
2

1
1

1

One expected outcome of this study is that the writer
will determine the degree of understanding that front line staff
has as to the nature of a child's problem on entry; to determine to what degree academic achievement is affected by a
child's stay at the Farabee School and to determine the effect of residential placement on self-concept as measured by
the Coopersmith.
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The major portion of the study will concern the eight
childillen that were part of the Braves group by August 26,
1973.

Conclusions should be generalized to other group.
One child had entered during camp.

problem was aggression and running away.

The presenting
Both. parents were

in the home, and the referral was made by Child Welfare.
The next child entered in August at the beginning of
the academic year.

There was only one parent in the home and

· he and the mother had been involved in group therapy.

One

of the children was from Fayette County and one from Lincoln
County which made the group now representing Fayette,
Franklin, Jessamine and Lincoln Counties with 62.5% service
to Fayette County.

The presenting problems ranged from two

possible runaways, two low self-concepts, one hyperactive
learning disabled, two temper tantrums and one disruptive
academic underachiever.

CHAPTER III
THE STUDY
Design of the Study
Although all four groups will be investigated separately,
this study is concerned only with the Braves Group.

Question-

naires which will identify individual treatment approaches as
well as individual concepts of referral reasons will be
individually administered.
The results will be tabulated and presented to the
total team.

A plan for weekly staffings will be implemented.

This plan will provide for review of referral reason as well
as sharing of individual treatment approaches.

(Appendix A)

The first questionnaire will be administered during
the semester prior to the Christmas holidays.

The second

questionnaire will be administered during the semester prior
to the summer holidays.

A comparison will be made between

the two questionnaires and a relationship between length of
individual residence and consistency of approach described.
Also shown will be the average academic gains and the average
education and experience of staff members and their relationship to consistency of treatment.
From an interest point of view, information regarding
geographic locale of referree, type of referral source and
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income of referree's family will be included.
Subjects used will be thos.e children beginning in
September 1973 and those beginning in January 1974.
Target Behaviors
The five team members who worked with these children
were interviewed and asked the following questions:

what is

the target behavior?, how do you attempt to effect change?,
do you see much, little or no improvement? (Appendix A).
It was interesting to note that team members viewed children
as having problems different from the presenting problem.
The Assistant Teacher was not interviewed.

It was assumed

that he would follow the Day Teacher Counselor's lead.
The team was only really together on one child's problem with five of the seven front line staff working on
actual target behavior.

Only in five other instances did

target behavior correspond with the presenting ppoblem·.

This

could be due to insufficient or inaccurate presenting information or lack of staff attendance to the problem.

The Liaison

Teacher Counselor was correct 50% of the time with her
perception of target behavior and actual target behavior.
The_ Dormitory Aide was accurate in 42. 8% of the cases.

THe

Physical Education Specialist was accurate 25% of the time.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF STAFF'S OPINION OF REFERRAL REASON
TO ACTUAL REFERRAL REASON
Name

J.
L.
J.
C.
P.

J.

T.
R.
X
0

DTC

NTC

0
0
0
0
X
0
0
0

0
0
.0
0
X
0
0
0

AT

DA

0
0
0
0
X
0
0
0

0
X
0
0
X
0
X
0

LTC
X
X
0
0
0
X
0
X

PESP

ASP

9J

X
0
0
0

X
9J

9J

X
9J .
9J .
0

0

0
0
0

indicates correspondence with presenting problem
indicates lack of correspondence

By October 1973, plans were made to have the team
ev
evaluate children on a continuum from one to five (Appendix B)
as to how they had improved in relation to their target
behavior,

Plans also were made for one team member to meet

each week with the art and physical education specialists for
the purpose of keeping them informed as tb the children's
behavior.
In December the teachers were again administered the
questions that were administered in May of 1973.

During nhat

time the team interviewed had worked with ten children.
After a systematic approach to evaluate the results of
the questionnaire it was indicated that al thou·gh there was not
sufficient improvement in how the team viewed the child's

reason for referral, it appeared that whatever behavior created
a problem during a staff member's time of responsibility was
the behavior on which attention was focused.

No really

long-range plans were made in order for Re-Ed to move out of
the child's ecological system.

In two cases 66_2/3% of the

front line staff were attempting to change the behavior that
had created a need for residential placement.

The liaison

teacher who was in attendance when the child was staffed for
admittance was correct 90% of the time in her observation of
target behaviors.

This was a 40% improvement from the time

of administrative intervention.

The Dormitory Aide was

accurate 60% of the time as compared to 42.8% of the time
previously.

The P.E. Specialist was accurate 20% of the time

compared to 25% of the time previously.
TABLE V
TARGET BEHAVIOR COMPARISON

Name

J.
P.
J.
J.
C.
R.
T.
J.
A.
L.

DTC

NTC

DA

LTC

X
X

0

0

X

X

0
0
0
0
0

X
X
X

0
0
0

X
0

X
X
0

X
0
0
0

X
X
X
X
X

0

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PESP
0

X

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X

ASP

X
0

X
X
0

X
0
0

X
0
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Plans were now made to stress the importance of the
weekly team meetings and the need for understanding the Re-Ed
concept of short-term placement.
The Re-Ed School becomes a part of the
ecological unit for as brief a period of time as
possible, withdrawing when the probability that the
system will function appears to exceed the probability that it won't.2
In May 1974,after a four-month program of stressing
sho
short-term placement and attendance to target behavior, the
same questionnaire was readministered (Appendix A).

The

interview team had worked with thirteen children.
There was a significant improvement in the accuracy
with which the team viewed the target behavior to actual
target behavior.

In three cases there was 100% agreement of

front line staff with accurately observed target behavior.
The Liaison Teacher Counselor was accurate 92% of the time,
a 42% improvement from the previous year.

The P.E. Specialist

was accurate 61% of the time, an improvement of 36%.

The

Dormitory Aide was·accurate 46% of the time, a 3.2% decrease
in accuracy.
Two points that affect these results should be noted
here.

First the P.E. Specialist appeared to be prepared for

the questionnaire and second the Dormitory Aide was not
regular in attendance at weekly staff meetings during the
third interview.
2 Ibid.
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TABLE VI
TARGET BEHl\.VIOR COMPARISON
Name
L'l'
T.
R.
C.
G.
H.
R.
G.
R.
T.
M.
C.
K.

DTC

NTC

X
X
0
X
0
0
X
X
X
X
0
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
0
X
X
0
0
X
X
X

AT

DA

X
X
X
X
X
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

0
X
X
X
X
0
X
X
0
0
0
X
X

LTC
X
X
X
X
X
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PESP
X
0
X
X
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
0
0

ASP
0
0
X
X
0
X
X
X
X
X
X
0
0

Individual Management Approaches
In this initial stage of this study, it was interesting
to note different management techniques used to effect changes.
They were as follows:
letters.

different approaches indicated by

Four general approaches were used more than any

other apporaches:

A, ignoring inappropriate and rewarding

appropriate behavior; B, setting limits and group pressure;
C, antecedent motivation; D, task analysis and breaking up
tasks.

The Liaison Teacher Counselor's parent management and

use of behavior diaries was coded as ignoring inappropriate
and rewarding appropriate behaviors although supposedly this
was effected by the parents.
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A comparison of different approaches used by teachers
was made by means of direct .ques·tionnaire.

The four categories

were designated by responses to the first interview conducted
in May 1973.

At that time each teacher was asked what approach

he used in effecting change.

The responses fell into four

distinct categories; therefore subsequent interviews were
conducted as before.

In the event the interviewe,i\ was unable

to determine in which category to record the response, the
person interviewed was asked which of the following approaches
would you say you used most often?

His response was recorded

accordingly.
Obviously this portion of the study has its limitations.
Any of the teachers interviewed would at times probably use
several approaches.

It was; however, one means of helping the

staff become aware of what approach each tended to employ as
well as helping them become more aware that individual
differences require individual approaches.
Even considering that team members had little identification of the problems, Table VII makes it quite clear that
there was little relationship between the academic and social
program in May 1973, slightly less than in 12% of the cases.
The 100% relation between the Day Teacher Counselor and the
Assistant Teacher may be a fallacy as the Assistant Teacher
was not interviewed.

The Art Specialty Counselor and the Day

Teacher Counselor used the same approach 62.5% of the time
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but the Day Teacher Counselor and the Night Teacher Counselor
used the same approach only 33 1/3% of the time.

There was

zero percent correspondence between the P.E. program and the
Night and Day Teachers Counselors.

The P.E. program and the

art program used the same approach 12.5% of the time and the
Liaison Teacher Counselor and the P.E. counselor used the same
approach 25% of the time.
TABLE VII
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
Name
J.

L.
J.

C.
P.
J.

T.
R.

DTC

NTC

DA

AT

LTC

ASP

PESP

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
BA
A
B
B

D
A
B
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D

C
A
A

D
C
C
C
C

B

B

B
A
A
A

C

C
C

A vehicle for communication needed to be 111efined to
greater efficiency so that anyone who worked directly with
the children would .have the same knowledge and equal understanding of the reasons that children were referred for
residential placement.
Daily staffing procedures needed to be evaluated so
that the best possible use could be made of time allocated for
a meshing of the academic and recreational programs.
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Some means needed to be devised so that specialty
teachers· would be as cognizant of target behaviors as any
other person performing direct service to residents.
Day Teacher Counselors needed to heed any evidence of
perceptual problems and plan a program accordingly.

It would

seem to be the responsibility of the P.E. Specialist to provide sensorimotor ·training for children with this development
lag and to recore progress in development of gross and fine
motor skills.
Tables VIII and IX show the results of the subsequent
questionnaires in December and again in May.
TABLE VIII
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
SEPTEMBER 1973 - DECEMBER 1973
Name

J.
L.
J.
C.
P.
J.
T.
R.
J.
A.

~

'
'

DTC

NTC

B
A
A
B
B
A
D
B
A
B

A
B
B
A
B
A
A
A
B
B

DA

AT

D
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A

B
A
A
B
B
A
D
B
A
B

LllU::
A+Counseling
A+Counseling
·A+Counseling
A+Counseling
A+Counseling
A

Counseling·
Counseling
A
A'+Cpunseling

· ASP
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B

PESP
D
A
B
B
C
B
A
A
C
A
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TABLE IX
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
JANUARY 1974 - MAY 1974
Name

DTC

NTC

LTC

DA

AT

ASP

PESP

L.
R.
T.

A+B
B
C+A
B
C+A
B+A
A
C
A+B
C+A
C

A+B
A+B
C
B+A
A
A
C
C
C
A
B

B+C
B+C
C+A
B+A
CAB
BAC
AC
C
AC
C
BA

A
A
C
B
A
A
A
C
A
B
C

B+C
B+C
C+A
B+A
CAB
BAC
AC
C
AC
C
BA

B+A
AB
C
BA
A
AB
AC
C
A
B

AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
ACD
AC
ACD
AC

B

B

B+C

B

B

AC

c.

G.
H.
R.
G.
R.
T.
M.

c.
K.

Ac

STAFF OPINION OF IMPROVEMENT
A questionnaire was used to subjectively evaluate case
improvement.

There was total agreement in one case.

Although the total number was eight, one child had just
entered the group and.it was too early to make a judgement.
He was however, included in the total number.
The variety of responses leads to the supposition that
although the children have social problems, the recreational
activities are low risk activities where as the academic area
creates hi'gh frustration and improvement is slower.

This was

assumed as children were more often rated improved in the
recreational program rather than the academic program.

It is important to note that 62.5% were referred
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directly by the school·and the remaining 37.5% had more
pronounced problems at home.
Also, it must be noted that the opinions upon which
improvement was judged was based on identified target behavior
with the academic and recreational program agreeing only
12% of the time.
The front line staff was not agreed as to target
behavior or perhaps overt problems are different in different
situations.

At any rate, .it was decided that a record of

evidence of target behavior as evidenced in any area should
be meticulously maintained with the thought in mind that this
target behavior needs to be extinguished or decreased to the
level that community school maintenance is possible.
TABLE X
TEACHER ©PINION OF IMPROVED BEHAVIOR
MAY 1973

Improved
Total

LTC

DTC

NTC

.ASC

6

1

7

8

8

8

5
8

PESC
6

8

DA
5
8

During the second interval studied, the same type of
pattern ocurred as had emereged earlier, more noticable
improvement by staff not associated with classroom activities.
The one exception was in physical education where a marked
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emphasis had been placed on physical prowess was occuring
during this interval.

Again one child had just entered.

Even though it was too early to make a judgment, he was
counted in the total number.

The ratio was nine possible

improved to ten total cases.
TABLE XI
TEACHER OPINION OF IMPROVED BEHAVIOR
DECEMBER 1973

LTC
Improved
Total

8

10

DTC

NTC

ASC

2
10

7
10

8

3

10

10

PESC

DA
6
10

During the final period of evaluation, the Physical
Education instructor and the administration agreed during
several conferences that less emphasis would be placed on
achievement of specific skills and more emphasis placed on
development of trust and having fun.
There were thirteen different children in the group
from time to time.

One of these was in the group a very

brief time but will be considered in the total.

Therefore

the rationof improved cases to total cases was twelve to
thirteen.
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TABLE XII
TEACHER OPINION OF IMPROVED BEHAVIOR
MAY 1974
LTC

DTC

NTC

ASC

PESC

DA

Improved

10

10

10

12

12

12

Total

13

13

13

13

13

13

Chapter Summary
It occurs that greater awareness of target behaviors
created a closer relationship between team members as to the
approach that they used in effecting behavioral change.
During the first period studied, the Day Teacher Counselor
and the Night Teacher Counselor. used the same approach 12% of
the time.

Dur.ing the second period this had increased to

30% of the time,·and during the final period they were using

the same·approach 75% of the time.
The results of this questionnaire, although highly
subjective, suggests that when teachers work together they
are more effective in improving a child's behavior.

Improve-

ment was observed in the classroom equally as often as it
was observed in lower risk activities.
Once the objective of the program changed, such as
occurred in PhE., the children _showed improvement in every
case.
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One point that.should be emphasized is that during this
period there was greater accuracy as to ·observation of target
behaviors and this evaluation of improved cases versus not
improved was made in relation to the target behavior.
It appears that structure can be provided for the
staff which will assist them in more accurate observations
of children.

If a systematic evaluation system is followed

whereby the staff is constantly reminded of target behavior,
they remain aware of this behavior.

Consequently, during the

third interval .studied more children were graduated than had
previously been graduated in either of the other periods
studied.

CHAPTER IV
.A CHILD AND HIS ENVIRONMENT
Community School Children
One of the most powerful forces operating within a
residential school is the ability to control a child's
environment around the clock.
Children who are referred for residential placement
come from community schools.

It would not be too difficult

for an observer to identify these children.

They are the ones

in what could be called the fringe areas of a community
classroom.

The children who are the last to be chosen, the

first to be in a fight, and almost inevitably, the children
who are behind academically.

The unusual aspect is that

these children may come from a home situation that is much
the same as that of a child who functions adequately in the
school setting.

Their cultural and socio-economic environment

may be very similar.

It would be a monumental task to attempt

to determine what specific factors make the situations
intolerable.

Most generally, however; the roots are environ-

mental.
In intervening, it may be that the Farabee program
incorporates techniques considered too ideal and impractical
for a community school program due to the smaller number of
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children involved; eight to two at Farabee compared to
twenty-five to one in most community schools.

These te.ch-

niques · include bla.havior modification using primary reinforcers,
individual programming and group process through pow-wow.

.

tn sifting through material relevant to program
.

,

evaluation, the.writer considered only ·such material that
pertained to programs requiring·individual student attention.
The system.designed by Quirk and Swan for the Rutland
Center included four separate services areas.
service to child~en will be treated here.

One of these,

Essentially the

system consists of planning, monitoring and appraising.

In a

study evaluating that system,-the authors depart from typical
random sampling and experimential type research as did the
writer of this study.

A comparison is useful only in

determining if any one evaluative system can be used effectively
in another setting.

"Evaluation should be• concerned with the

efforts of the. program. under study. 11 1
In devising~ system which will assist teachers to
provide treatment according to their particular program
philosophy, the writer would agree with Quirk and Swan.

l1inda Taylor, The Re-Education Model (unpublished
Master'·s- Thesis, University of Kentucky, 1973) p. 17.
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To be clinically useful, an evaluation system
must be intimately tied to the philosophy and under- 2
lying. theory upon which the treatment system is based.
A rating scale similar to the one at Farabee was used.

It

differed in that a separate scale was used for each behavior.
It was used for diagnostic purposes on intake, during staffing
to present a comprehensive picture and during follow up
eliminating detailed reports.

Farabee's five point scale was

used for structuring team staffings and forcing attendance to
referral reasons.

"The structuring of the diagnostic settings

in this way has been immensely helpful in pinpointing the needs
o.f a child, setting treatment goals and outlining· treatment
procedures. 113
A community school that professes to teach the whole
child needs to consider the idea of individual objectives for
children and be sure that these objectives include more than
the teaching of subject matter.
Because a residential school can structure the total
environment it may be that community schools can learn from
them and use some of their procedures during that period of
time when they have control of the environment.

Appropriate

2
carl J. Huberty, John P. Quirk, and William W. Swan,
"An Evaluation System for a Psychoeducational Treatment Program
for Emotionally Disturbed Children," Educational Technology,
May 1973, p. 77.
31. J. Cronback, "Course Improvement Through Evaluation,"
Teacher's College Record, 1963, p. 672.
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behaviors learned in the classroom will possibly carry over
to the home.
All of the children who have been.in the B~aves have
at some time been enrolled in a community school.
In studying Table XIII please note that there is not
one child that could not be matched with a community class
child of a similar environment.

Yet if you compared the

two, one child has been able to adjust appropriately while
the other has not.
There are many components in a child's environment
that cannot be evaluated except by one's own value system
which may be totally foreign to the chmld.
take R., an illegitimate child.

For example,

If ejeryone concerned

h~d accepted this fact, then·the child's feeling of selfwo·rth would not have been hurt.

However, if the mother who

had'a feeling of guilt tended to shelter the child and a
step-father who rejected him entered·the picture, how would
he be expected to cope with that type of situation?

Jame

Referral
Source

r.

Parents

Lives
With

Siblings

,,.

Parent
Child
Welfare

Both nat.
Parents
0
Step-moth.
·1
& father
Mother &
Step-fa th. 0
Foster
Parents
1
Natural
Mother
3
Both nat.
Parents
5

r.

School

Mother

l •

School

I.

School

Mother
Both nat.
Parents
Foster
Panents

,

,.

Parents

r.

School
Child
Welfare

.
,
.
)

-

'. -

.
'.
.
'' .
'

School
-

School
School
Children
Bureau
School

I.

School

'' .

School

.
-.

School

.

School

'

-

School

Mother
Foster
Parents
Mother
Both nat.
Parents
Natural
Mother
Both nat.
Parents
Both nat.
Parents
Mother +
g • Parents
Stp. -fath.
Mother

DESCRIPTION- OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
InIHome
In Home
County 0 " - Annual Hlilghest Edu. Highest Edu.
Residenc i Income - Mother
Father

Child on
Medication

Stott

No

Franklin

12,000

3rd gr.
H. S. +
1 yr. c.

Jessaminll

11,000

H. s.

3 Yr. C.

Harrison

------

A.B.

G.E.D.

Fayette

4,800

H. S.

------

Lincoln

480

- -- -

------

4£

Franklin

840

H; S.

2

Fayette

------

H.S.

-----------

8,000

8th gr.

10th gr.

------

No

1

·scott

4,900

11th

QT.

-

H. S.

_No
Yes
(Hyper)

-

4,236

Elem.

3

Fayette

8,000

2 yr.

c.

-----

Yes

2

Fayette

4,000

10th Gr.

-----

No

7

Fayette

2,604

----

-----

No

Woodford

7,440

0

Fayette

8.900

8th gr ..

1

Garrard

7,320

Elem.

Franklin

Q

Fayette

2

Estill

---------

H. S.

H. S. +
2 yr. c.

6,000

6th gr.

- -- --

2,400

4th gr.

12th gr.

,

1

-----

12,000

Family Therapy

No
LYes
(Hyper)
Yes
(Hyper)
Yes
(Hyper)
Yes
( epilep.)

FaYette

4

Family Therapy

No

3

2 yr. C.
+ H. S.

Parent Interven
tion other than
Parent Man. Gr.

Family Therapy

Family Counseli

Family Counseli

No
Yes
(Hyper)
No
No
No
Yes
(Hyper)

Family Therapy

+

1.IU)LJ:\

A.L .L .L

DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

.me

Referral
Source

County of
Residence

Annual
Income

In Home
Highest Edu
Mother

7

Fayette

F5y600e

10th gr.

0

Franklin

9,000

Lives
With

Siblings

School

Parents

School

Mother

Child on
In Home
MedicaHighest Edu. tion
Father
10th gr.

No
No

Parent Interver
tion other thar
Parent Man. Gr.
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What can a community school do for this child?

The

single most important thing that can ·be done is to identify
the child early.

That is not to say that children with one

specific problem should be identified, but is is to say that
in the early school years, pre-school and primary grades,
children with any problem can and should be identified.
Once he has been identified some intervention should
occur.

If there are no social workers, psychologists, or

school counselors attached to the school, thentthe classroom
teacher and school principal should look outside the school
for assistance for that family so that the families learn
new ways of handling children and so that they face squarely
their feelings about their children.
Now all of that sounds good but if it is too idealistic, look at suggestions for change in the classroom.
Playtime
School can be a happy experience.

This wi:iter

shudders to thmnk when he saw the first playground blacktopped and recess begin to disappear.

Children learn as

much from playing together as they do from sitting in a
classroom
Work and play are all the same to him. His
games are his .occupations. He is not aware of any
gamference. It is indeed·a charming spectacle to see
a nice boy of this age with open smiling countenance,
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doing the most serious things in his play or profoundly occupied with the most frivolous amusements.4
Two things of major importance occur when little
children play.

First they generally select active, physical

games which foster motor development, gross and fine.
A development that must take place before
academic tasks can be handled with ease . . . normal
growth and development may not have reached sufficient
level 0£ maturity for many children to complete the
reading task successfully in the first or second grade.5
Second, children learn how to get along with each
other.

They learn to share success, and they learn to cope

with defeat.

All games have rules; therefore, children learn

to abide by the rules or suffer the consequences.
Teachers should include playtime in the elementary
curriculum as readily as they include reading or spelling.
Self-Worth
Another thing that a teacher can do is help each
child feel that he is worthwhile as an individual.
and caustic criticism have no place in a classroom.

Rebukes
If

4Jean Jacques Rousseau, The Emile, William Boyde,
Selections, New York: Teacher's College Press, 1956. As cited
Stephen M. Cahn, The Philosophical Foundation of Education,
New York: Harper and Row, 1970., p.164.
5Georgia Pitcher-Baker, "Does Perceptual Training
Improve Reading," Academic Therapy, Fall 1973, p. 41.
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teachers serve as appropriate models, children will be exposed
to a pleasant atmosphere at school, irregardless of what occurs
at home.
The staff in the Braves Group praise children for any
appropriate behavior while ignoring other less appropriate
behaviors.

Community school teachers ·can_ do this.

They can

be aware of the home situation and expect that sometimes
Monday may be·a bad day after a whole weekend with some families.

They should.act accordingly.
The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory was administered

to all the children who entered the Braves Group.

Teacher-

counselors in this group were trained to accept every child no
matter what his behavior.

Every child had an academic program

at which he could experience success and every child was given
an opportunity to be creative through art, music and special
physical activities.

There was opportunity to express and

understand feelings in pow-wows.
Of the ten graduates, forty percent showed an increase
in self-esteem from the medium to the high range.

Twenty

percent scored numerically higher on the post tests although
they remained in the same range.
children was not given a posttest.

One of the three other
One child scored in the

low range with a notation by the teacher that she thought the
test was invalid because the child had just completed two other
tests and did not want to complete the Coopersmith.

The other
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child was given one form on the· p.retest and the revised one on
the posttest so that score was also invalid.
A comparison was made between rate of achievement pre
and post measured by the Wide Range Achievement Test and
self-esteem measured by the Coopersmith.

Only those children

with complete data were listed.
Although this number is limited, the trend appears
that children who have been in the Braves Group tend to have
a higher self-esteem and their rate of achievement increases
appears directly related to increased self-esteem.
Upon entry all the Braves were behind academically
from one to three years.

Classroom teachers had sometimes

considered these anxious unhappy children as children who
just didn't try.

She often retained them and embarrassment

was added to anxiety.

Motivation is important.

If a teacher can encourage a child to relax, be happy
and try, she has won half the battle to helping him on the
road to s9und mental health.

If the child is allowed to

participate in his own plans and is given responsibility for
completing .tasks, he begins to feel important, and motivation
remains high.
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TABLE XIV
RRATE OF ACHIEVEMENT FOR EACH MONTH OF SCHOOL

Name CSE!

Reading
Pre Post

Spelling
Pre
Post

Arithmetic
Pre
Post

J.
J.
J.
C.
L.
T.
G.

0.5
0.5
0.7
1.1
1.0
0.8
1.1

0.5
0.3
0.4
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9

0. 5
0.6
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1

Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-Medium
High-Medium
Medium-High

1.5
0.6
1.0
1.8
1. 3
0. 9
1.3

0.2
0.4
0.6
1.5
0.2
0.6
1.8

0.7
0.9
0.9
1.5
0.3
0.6
1. 2

The Home Situation
If a teacher is aware of problems within the home,
then she and the principal should work cooperatively with
community agencies to seek appropriate avenues of assistance.
Perhaps parents need to learn child management skills.

There

may be a need for marital, individual or family counseling
sessions.
For too long this has been outside the school's
domain even though schools have long advocated the whole child.
The teacher or someone within the school needs to be a child
advocate and develop programs where systematically a child or
his family is referred to the proper agency which will provide
the help he needs.
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Cha'pter Summary
Schools can use many of the strategies employed by
teachers of the Braves Group.

Most of the children in this

group had a better self-concept after their experience in the
group which operates within a short-term residential program.
There appears to be a definite relationship between selfesteem and rate of achievement at Farabee.

These were all

children who have similar environments to children now
attending community schools.
Play is important.

Children develop perceptual skills

necessary for conceptual tasks through play activities.
If children are allowed to share in planning and
assume responsibility for activities, they are more motivated
than they otherwise would be.
Children need a feeling of self-worth.

If teachers

help them develop this better self-concept, they may be able
to cope with other areas of the environment over which the
teacher has no control.
Teachers need to become child advocates and assume
responsibility for referring families to appropriate agencies
for needed assistance.
The writer would be negligent if attention were not
called to one obvious factor in the environment of children
who had been or were now members of the Braves Group.

That
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is, of twenty-one children, twe1ve of them were from homes
of divorced parents..

This sample was too limited to make a

conclusion; it Hoes however, make a suggestion that should not
be overlooked.

CHAPTER V
THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Need for a System
One of the problems facing the staff of the Braves
Group was the development and implementation of a management
system.

This had to be constructed so that children would

receive consistant treatment.

The Farabee School is a short

term program; therefore as children move ih and out, the
group was constantly changing.

An efficient management

system was a must if children were to make rapid progress.
TABLE XV
CHANGES IN GROUP COMPOSITION

Target Behavior
Aggressive
Disruptive
Temper Tantrums
Hyperactive
Poor peer
Relations
Academic
Underachiever
Low self-concep 1
Potential self
harm
Total Number

0 graduates
Feb. 1972May 1973

3 graduates
Aug. 1973Dec. 1973

6 graduates
Jan. 1974April 1974

2
1
0
1

1
2
1
1

0
2
1
1

1
2
2
1

0
1
1
1

3
0
1
0

3
0
1
0

3
0
1
0

3
0
1
0

4
0
1
0

4
0
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
0

0
0

0

0

1
7

1
6

1

0
4

0

0

0
4

0

5

0
6

0

5

5

8

5

8

2
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Changes in the Group
The Braves staff devised a phase system moving from
the use of tangible rewards at Phase I to expected internal
responsibility by Phase V.
As a child progressed through each phase he was
expected to maintain behaviors mastered from one level to
the next.
After some discussion th~ decision was made to allow
some children to graduate after Phase IV.

.Some children

would need a longer period of time to master behaviors in Ph
Phase V.

Children who were unable to achieve beyond

Phase III would be terminated rather than graduated.

Certain

standards were necessary to keep the graduation ceremony
meaningful.
This much looked for event was a party time when
parents listened to the counselors' praise their child.

After

refreshments, generally cake and ice cream, the Braves
received his diploma certifying that he had met his goals
and was now ready to return to a community school.
A careful record was kept of behaviors at each phase
and the children discussed their successes, obstacles and
failures at pow-wows every day.

The total team made the

decision as to when a child had achieved a certain level.
Graduation recommended by the team was subject to approval by
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coordinators and program director.
The phase system seemed to relieve the problem of
a shift from a small group at Farabee to a large class in a
community school.
The Braves System
Progression Toward Graduation
BASIC ORDER AND ROUTINE
Level I
1.

Room in order.
clean).

(Bed made, clothes in ollider, floor

2.

Personal hygiene (10 minute shower, clean clothes,
brush teeth).

3.

On time as designated (for pow-wow, each meal, for
school, in bed).

4.

Stay with group.

5.

Table manners (Saying excuse me, inside voice, no
teasing).

SIMPLE SOCIAL
Level II
1.

In seat, on task at designated times.

2.

Discontinue physical aggression.

3.

Hand raising at designated times.

4.

Discontinue verbal aggression (swearing, sexual
references, threatening, teasing).

55. Iggnoring others inappropriate behavior.
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ADVANCED SOCIAL
Level III
1.

Task completion.

2.

Doing things right away when told without complaint.

3.

Discuss problems and feelings in a matter-of-fact
way (discontinue whining and temper tantrums).

4.

Truthfulness

5.

Group participation (activities, discussions, decisions).

ACHIEVEMENT
Level IV
1.

Few time outs.

2.

Task completion with accuracy.

3.

Leadership qualities.

4.

Concern and consideration for others.

5.

Choose own social goal and own reinforcement
(priviledge or object).

RESPONSIBLE INDEPENDENCE
Level V
1.

Off points.

2.

Decision making toward own academic work.

3.

Appropriate social behavior with no reinforcement
other than accomplishment.

Reinforcements
Each child has totem pole base.
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

I

Totem Pole begins
T-Shirt
I I I Arrowhead Necklace
IV Moccasins
V
Graduation
II

Adds "head" each level.
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Decision that child has achieved certain level is
total team decision. (Braves staff - 1973)
Chapter Summary
In a short term program, four to six months, many
different children comprise a groupl therefore it is
necessary to devise an efficient manag:ement system.

Since

children will be returning to community schoo~s, this system
should allow for a phasing off tangible rewards.
that the Braves devised did just that.

The system

It proved to be

effective for them as well as a model for other classrooms.

CHAPTER VI
THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM
Description of Procedure
I agree with Hobbs' that a child should know joy and
that competence makes a difference.1
Most children who enter a Re-Ed school have knownllittle
joy.

They also lack skill in school tasks..

In order for

them to develop competence and know joy each child must
have an individual program, both social and academic, geared
to his needs and interest.

This is especially necessary at

a Re-Ed school because the children have a wide variety of
educational and cultural backgrounds since the school may
serve several counties.

Cumberland House in Tennessee at

one time served the entire state·and the Dale H. Farabee
School in Lexington presently serves seventeen counties.
This chapter will be concerned only with the academic
program.

The reader should keep in mind, however, that the

social and academic programs do overlap.
During their first year and a half the Braves Group
served children from at least five different counties with

Ni_cholas Hobbs, "Helping Disturbed Children,"
American Psyl:hologist, 21:12, Nashville: George Peabody
College for Teachers, December 1966, pp. 1110, 1113.
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children coming from rural schools as well as urban and innercity schools.

Some of the children were so poorly motivated

that they appeared retarded.

It became the task of the team

that worked with these children to help them have happy
experiences in school.

In doing this it was believed that

the children's rate of achievement would increase and be
maintained as they returned to their own school.
The children in the Braves Group were given a pre and
post Wide Range Achievement Test.
demic gains of graduates,

Table XVI illustrates aca-

This table is divided into two

four-month sections closely paralleling semesters in a
community school program.
May 1973.

There were no graduates before

The length of residential placement is shown and

a comparison is made between the rate of achievement prior to
entering the Braves Group and the rate of achievement after
residential pteatment.
It is apparent that the child's rate of achievement
increased after short term residential treatment.

TABLE XVI
ACADEMIC GAINS OF BRAVES GRADUATES
August 1973 - December 1973
Four Graduates

Name

Months in
Residence

Reading WRAT
Pre Post
Gains

Spelling WRAT
Pre Post
Gains

Arithmetic WRAT
Pre
Post
Gains

No. of Years
in School Prior

J.

~

. 2. 6

3.3

0.7

1.6

2.0

0.4

2.2

2. 8

0.6

4 4

C.

~

5.5

6.6

1.1

4.5

5.3

0.9

4.5

5.4

0. 9

5

J.

¼

2.1

2.5

0.4

1.8

2.1

0.3

2.8

3.3

0. 5

6

J.

6

3.0

3. 5

0. 5

2. 7.

3.2

0.5

3. 2

3.8

0.6

6

TABLE XVII
COMPARISON OF MONTHLY ACHIEVEMENT RATE

Name

I. Q.

Reading WRAT
Pre
Post

Spelling WRAT
Pre
Post

Arithmetic WRAT
Pre
Post

J.

86

0. 7

1.0

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.9

C.

111

1.1

1.8

0. 9

1.5

0.9

1.5

J.

91

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.7

J.

93

0.5

0.6

0. 5

0. 8

0.5

016

TABI:.E

XVIII

ACADEMIC GAINS OF BRAVES GRADUATES
January 1974 - May 1974
Six Graduates

Name
L.
R.
T.
C.
G.
R.

Months in
Residence
7
7
6
7
6
3

Reading WRAT
Pre Post Gains

Spelling WRAT
Pre Post Gains

Arithmetic WRAT
Pre
Post
Gains

3.0
224
2.5
2.1
4.2
5.1

2. 5
2;6
2. 0
1.5
3.9
2. 9

3.0
3.2
3.2
3.0
4.5
5.2

4.1
3.0
3.1
3.1
5000
5. ,4

0.9
0.6.
0.6
1.0
0.8
0. 3

2.6
3. 0
2.3
2.0
5.0
3. 2

0.1
0.4
0.3
0.5
1.1
0.3

3.2
3.6
3.6
3.7
5. 2
5. 5

Number of Years
in School Prior

0.2
0.4
0. 8
0. 7
0.7
0.3

3
3
5
4
4
5

TABLE XIX
COMPARISON OF MONTHLY ACHIEVEMENT RATE

Name

I. Q.

Reading WRAT
Pre
Post

Spelling WRAT
Pre
Post

Arithmetic WRAT
Pre
Post

L.
R.
T.
C.
G.
R.

99
91
109
90
85

1.0
0.8
0.5
0. 5
1.1
1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.9
0. 9

1.0
1.1
0.6
0.8
1.1
1.0

1. 3
0. 9
1.0
1.4
1. 3
1.0

0.2
0.9
0. 5
0.7
1.8
1.0

0.3
1.0
1. 3
1.0
1. 2
1.0
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To describe what actually occurred academically that
made this possible it will be necessary to explain the
assessment procedure that is observed at the Farabee School.
Prior to entrance and at graduation the children will have
been administered a Wide Range Achievement Test and a
Metropolitan Achievement Test.

These are for the pu~pose

of determining grade level although careful observation
during testing provides diagnostic clues.
During the first week the child enters the school,
the diagnostician administers tests that appear to be
appropriate.

If a ten year old child of normal intelligence

is reading at second grade level, she selects a diagnostic
reading test to determine the deficiencies in skills
necessary for reading.

Her observations during these tests

may suggest a need for language tests or visual motor surveys.
The same procedure is followed for math.

The tests needed

to provide a picture of the child's educational strengths
and weaknesses are administered.

A report making specific

recommendations is given to the teacher and a conference is
scheduled with the day teacher counselor, academic coordinator
and the diagnostician to establish realistic long-range goals.
Since children are only expected to be in residence from_four
to six months, goals are established and a program planned
for that length of time.

This program is continuously

evaluated and changes in objectives and materials may be
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made periodically.

Additional testing also may be required.

This joint long-range planning was implemented during
the last period illustrated in Table XVIII.

There is no

indication that this type of planning creates more effective
programming than what had been used previously.

However,

the limited number of subjects at this time makes it impossible
to determine any significant difference.

Factors other than

academic_programming may have affected the outcome.

These,

such as specific behavior problems, teamwork, and the social
program will be discussed later.
An example of an assessment similar to ones given to

each of the Braves is included in this chapter.
is a copy of long range academic goals.

Also, there

After January 1974

all the Braves had long-range academic goals and a program
suitable for advancement toward these goals.

Note the

specific recommendations. "Which strategy and what materials
as well as what special environment to provide each child
were decisions that the teacher made and put into practice. 11 2
With this group of children the teacher was assisted by other
specialists.

However, a teacher trained in interpreting

diagnostic tests could proceed without assistance.

2Robert M. Smith, Teacher Diagnosis of Educational
Difficulties, Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1969, page 9.
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An Educational Assessment
Name: Jason Conley
School: Hattie Warner Elementary
Nicholasville, Kentucky
Birthdate: November 14, 1962
Age: 9-4
Date: April 18, 1972
Reason for Referral and Background Information:
Jason is an adopted child whose foster parents are
concerned about his failure to read. His teachers think
that Jason lacks ability and would be more appropriately
placed in a special class for Educable Mentally Retarded.
The parents do not agree because Jason has demonstrated the
ability to quickly learn non-language tasks at home.
During his early years Jason was not provided with
stimulating experiences and in fact was neglected. It is
possible that he suffers from sensory deprivation.
The school has asked us to determine if Jason has
any specific learning disabilities and to identify his
strengths and weaknesses.
Test Administered:
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
Peabody Individual Achievement Test
Informal Arithmetic Inventory
Gilmore Oral Reading Test
Test Results:
ITPA
Auditory-vocal
Auditory Reception
Auditory Association
Auditory Memory
Verbal exp~ession
Grammatic Closure
Auditory Closure
Sound Blending

Age Score
9-10
7-8
4-0
6-0
7-7
10-0
7-4
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Visual
Visual
Visual
Visual
Visual
Manual

Motor
Reception
Memory
Association
Closure
Expression

Age Score
9-10
5-10
8-5
7-9
10-4

PIAT
Subtest·
Mathematics
Reading Recognition
Spelling
General Information

Grade Level
1.3
1.6
2.0
2.4

Gilmore Oral Reading
Accuracy rating - poor (below 4th stanine)
Comprehension rating - poor (below 10th stanine)
Rate - slow (30 words per minute)
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
Subtest
Oral Reading
Silent Reading .
Visual Memory of Words
Hearing Sounds in Words
Word Recognition

Grade Level
•5

1.5
Below 1st grade level
2.5
3.0

Discussion of Test Results:
According to the ITPA, Jason's greatest weakness is in
the auditory-vocal channel. His memory skills are only
equivalent to the expected development for a four year old.
His auditory receptive development is average and associative
skills are about two years behind. · If memory skills could be
increased, associative skills would also develop as it is
likely that Jason has difficulty retaining one thought long
enough to receive another and draw an analogy. Verbal
expressive skills are at the level of a six-year old and poor
development here could be due to lack of stimulating experiences in his early childhood. Jason does not know how to
blend sounds from visual stimuli to make a meaningful whole
but he can hear parts of words and make auditory closure. His
difficulty according to the Durrell and the ITPA is ppor
visual memory. He does not remember the combination of·letters
long enough to associate the appropriate sound and blend it
to the adjoining sound. He does recognize sounds and is able
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to match dictated sounds to written words. On the Durrell he
scored at the 2.5 grade level on the subtest Hearing Sounds
in Words, having the most difficulty in ending sounds. He
confused "f" and "v" at the beginning of a word and although
he is able to ppovide the appropriate sound for phonograms,
he does not know: th, wh, sh, cl, fr, sh, sw, and gr. On
the Durrell Word Recognition Subtest Jason correctly
pronounced thirteen of twenty words on the Primary List and
used the appropriate beginning sound for words that he missed,
(e.g. monkey·for morning, love for live).
On the ITPA Jason's strength was in the Visual Motor
Channel scoring the equivalent of age·io-4 on the Manual
Expression Subtest. Again he lacked strength in memory
skills scoring 5-10 on the subtest Visual Memory but scoring
8-5 on the Visual Association Subtest which indicates that
he should be re·tested on these two subtests to validate the
accuracy of the scores.
Jason is operating at the 1.3 grade level in arithmetic.
He doesn't underst'and concepts involved in problem solving nor
is able to do simple computation. He can count by rote orally
but is unable to recognize single integers by number name.
Summary:
Jason is functioning at the first grade level in reading and at the readiness level in arithmetic. His phonetic
skills are limited to initial consonant sounds and this
initial sound is his only means of word attack. Both audmtoryvocal and visual motor memory skills are significantly below
his chronological age level with his greatest weakness in
auditory memory.
Recommendations:
To develop auditory memory skills always use a visual
clue along with atlditory presentation so that he can make an
association which he can remember. (e.g. In teaching the "g"
sound, use a picture of a goat until he has mastered the sound
then gradually phase out the use of a picture.)
Teach him to group things such as numbers. (e.g.
6783420 is more easily remembered by thinking 678 - 34 - 20).
Play games that proceed like this: I went on a trip
and took an apple. The next child says I went on a trip and
took an apple and an orange. Every response is repeated and
a new one added by each child. This could be played at home
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or at school with many variations.
Use motor response such as tracing a word in the air
as he hears it or tapping for each'syllable.
skills.

Give him many opportunities to practice listening
Reward him for remembering.

Suggested Materials:
For a sound developmental approach to teaching phonetic
skills, use Lippencott's Reading by Phonics.
Use the Dolch Word Games and provide meaningful drill
until these are mastered. Let him match words, illustrate
words.
Use·configuration clues to help him recognize word
pattern. Science Research Associates Laboratory Ia has many
of these activities but worksheets can be devised by the
teacher. He could do this at home also. (e.g. Make word
shapes using blocks or rocks.)
Develop sight vocabulary by playing games such as
anagrams or scrabble.
In presenting new vocabulary use a visual approach.
Help him."unlock words" by letting him associate sounds with
visual clues. Tape a story and let him see the words as he
listens to the story. Some books are available on tape at
the University of Kentucky Instructional Materials Center,
Limestone' Street, Lexington, Kentucky.
In arithmetic Jason needs concrete materials to work
with. He has very little understanding of numbers and could
benefit from the discovery approach used by Stern's Structural
Arithmetic.
Jason should be retested in six months to evaluate
his progress.

Diagnostician
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Long Term Academic Goals
Reading:
1.

Henry will be able to learn ten new words by a specified
learning method.
Materials:

2.

Henry will be able to recognize all the letters of the
alphabet, name them and be able to reproduce them.
Materials:

3.

Mills Learning Method Tests

Alphabet cards, tactile alphabet cards and
teacher made materials.

Henry will be able to produce the. sounds of the letters
of the alphabet.
Materials:

Language Master

4.

Henry will be able to verbally tell stories (for Language
Experience Approach) to be written down and used for
reading assignments.

5.

Henry will be able to learn the words used in his own
stories.

Math:
1.

Henry will be able to complete all of the addition and
subtraction facts in a specified time with 80% criterion.
Materials:

Flash cards and work sheets.

Teacher Objectives:
1.

To provide a developmental program for Math.
Materials:

2.

McGraw-Hill, Learning Skills Series

To provide enough experiences for Henry so that he has
a frame of reference for reading.
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Chapter Summary
In conclusion, the data that was collected indicating
progress toward academic goals was not sufficient to make a
judgement conc_erning the significance of long-range academic
planning.
The gains in all three semesters did illustrate that
individual programming helps children to increase their rate
of achievement.

It follows, that working on their own level

with successful experience everyday makes school fun.

If

school is fun, learning is more efficient and competence is
achieved.

"This joy and competence make a difference. 11 3

3Hobbs, op. cit.

CHAPTER VII
A DAY WITH THE BRAVES
The Coordinator spent one entire day with the Braves.
Following is an edited account of notes he took throughout
the day.

These were presented to the Braves staff in their

entirety with all joining in with a critique of the day as
it relates to helping children.
Following breakfast, while the hosts for the day were
doing their chores (dish clean up), Don, the dormitory counselor, taught Hank, Gil and Kemper thumb wrestling which was
fun for the boys but was also good for eye-hand coordination.
We had a brief pow-wow which Dean conducted.

Hank had a

funny report about horseback riding and Huff reported that
Gene had taken someone elses turn in the shower.

Gil

discussed student council meeting while other Braves were
concerned with getting-skates, repairs for the time out room,
a light for the bathroom and bike repairs.
Don had the group line up alphabetically by first
names.

This took a little time but with some assistance, it

was achieved.

The biggest problem was Gil and Gene with

the same first names so Don had to help them figure how to
get themselves in alphabetical order.

Mickey had arrived by

this time so we moved to the classroom.
We were greeted by Betsy, the day teacher counselor,
and Delores, the student teacher.

Betsy and Mickey moved from
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desk to desk discussing the goals for the week which were
written on a card attached to the student's desk.

The group

started to work immediately while I watched from the
observation room.

Betsy felt there had been too many adults

in the classroom lately and that this was disruptive to the
classroom procedure.

Midkey had to leave briefly but work

went on without interruption.

Students in this classroom were

working from first grade to fifth grade level.
At 9:00 a.m. we moved to art.

Mickey and Delores took

the group and prepared materials for starting the art class.
They were provided with several books on kites.

They had to

read and/or look at the various kind of kites and decide what
kind of materials were required for constructing them.

Gil

appea~ed to be most consistently disruptive member of
this group.

The kite building progect went well.

All earned

bonus points.
The return to the classroom was orderly.

When we

arrived in the·classtoom, Betsy had work ready for each.
Jennie, another student teacher, brought her persian cat
which the group enjoyed for a few minutes.

Huck thought it

was a dog and I was not sure what it was when I first saw it.
Debbie, still another student teacher, worked with
Hank's· reading on a one to one basis.
without assistance.

Huck worked well

Hank required considerable individual

attention in order to stay on task.

Mary., the speech therapist,
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peeped through the door and motioned to Huck to come work
with her.

He gave a sigh, looked at his work and then left.

Kemper earned a reinforcement cookie which he kept moving around
on his desk, but stayed on task.

Gil completed early in

order to earn free time on the typewriter.

He seemed to

really enjoy pecking away at the machine.
Nan, student teacher, started group work in arithmetic
by asking each student to measure the length of his desk with
his pencil.

Then she passed out some plastic straws to use

in the same manner.
They started outside to measure some objects.

Hank

went to the bathroom and when he returned to the classroom,
it was empty.

Go.ing to the bathroom must have been a "success"

experience because he took one cookie from the reinforcement
container, ate it and put two in his pocket before leaving to
join the group outs.ide.

When the group returned Gil and

Hank were "up tight" and about ready to fight.

Gil apparently

teased Hank, who has difficulty in accepting teasing.
moved in and things cooled quickly.

Betsy

Hank complained about

gilling to see Marge, the diagnostician.

"When.am I supposed to

have free time," he protested.
Eleven o'clock and all was well.
free time on the typewriter.

Gil was spenging

Huck working on arithmetic and

patiently held his hand up for assistance.

Kemper was giving
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a comprehension report to Mike on a story he just read.
Gene worked quietly on language work.

Hank was being

assisted by Jennie on spelling.
Hank observed Gil on the typewriter for several
minutes after he earned some free time.

Hank elected to

play a game but attempted to get the typewriter when Gil
left it.

Gil shouted at Hank and he left the typewriter

which Gil started "banging on" again.
This group used a timer. on some occasions.

It was

used part of the time to determine when "on task" points
would be given.

If you were working when it signaled, you

earned task points.
Eleven thirty and Kemper appeared to be wasting time.
By eleven forty five everyone was on free time except Huck a
and Gene.

Gtl played with the cat during free time (the cat

appeared to like him).

He asked Jennie, "What if she wants

to stay with me and not go home with you?"

Most of our

children like animals but Hank appeared to be afraid.
Sal came in to see why Hank interrupted her telephone
conversation.
the telephone.

He had slipped into the office and played on
Betsy took Hank to talk to Sal (or perhaps to

apologize) about the telephone problem.
We went to the cottage for lunch at noon.
Gene were hosts so they set the table for lunch.

Huck and
After the

group sang a blessing, they were seated as their plates were
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filled by Betsy and Mickey.

We had a pleasant family type

conversation during lunch.

Students can return for seconds

only if they have tasted three bites of each item on their
plates.

Students asked politely to leave the table when they

had completed eating.
George arrived to pick up the group for P.E.

Hank had

been trying to get everyone to listen to a silly (slightly
dirty) joke.

George very firmly let him know he had no time

for this non-sense.
The boys worked hard at digging the holes for the
swing set.

George had them convinced they were making a· great

contribution to Dale Farabee School from this project.

They

are looking forward to putting their names in the concrete
base of a·block they will pour close by.
Pow-Wow:

Each student brings up a weekly goal .card for

daily evaluation.

Karl, the night teacher counselor; Micky;

Betsy; Jennie; Lora, the liaison teacher counselor; and Edward
were present.

· Huck was the group leader for the day.

asked him for examples. of good leadership:

(1) Helped Gil

on swing set (2) helped Gene up when he· fell.
"All work finished?"
bonus points.

"Yeah," he answered.

Betsy

Betsy asked Gil

He received seven

Gil's goal is not to stean and to do things

without being asked repeatedly.

He did not make his goal.

Kemper's goals were to keep voice low - three warnings and
no bakk talk - one'warning.

He did not make his goal.
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Gene's goals were to keep cool, keep control and talk about
his feelings.

He made his goal.

Hank made ten bonus points.

His goals were to know everyone's name and one good thing you
like about them.
difficulty.

Hank tried this on the group, but had some

This was to be accomplished by Thursday.

He did

not get a point today.
Mickey then went over goals in levels to see if they get
a punch (which represents a successful day for their phase).
A student cannot miss more than two of the goals for his phase
and get a punch.

This is asking for 80%·perfection in beha-

vior list phase.

Huck made his goals.

Gene was on level (or phase) five.

Kemper made his goals.

This means he is off

point system but must maintain the behaviors of the previous
levels in order to remain off point system.

Gil did not

make his punch and kept saying "I ·don't care."

Hank made his

punch.
Two or three will probably not make the trip with
Karl because they must remain and finish their school work
for the day.

The pow-wow was on the floor with everyone

sitting on cushions.

Betsy asked the children for the things

that annoy you·and the things I have done today that annoyed
others.

Betsy asked how they would handle this as an adult;

then as a child.

Interesting pow-wow.

Betsy uses transac-

tional analysis effectively with children.
Huck and Gene had to stay to finish their school
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work.

I went with Karl and the other boys to the public

library to look for materials on Appalachian Mountain people.
This was in preparation for a visit to Appalachian Folk Art
Museum in Berea.

The boys received bonus points for a quiet

ride to the library.

We talked about proper library behavior

and proceeded to the children's room.

The boys thumbed

through books in the browsing section while Karl looked
for the book he needed.
Gil observed a small boy come into,the library pretty
soon.

All three were talking to the boy (I still had not seen

the boy.)

The boy was a very small boy with all the physical

characteristics of a midget.

We left the library and had a

"problem solving" on the lawn.

Our boys soon realized that

they had possibly embarrassed the boy by calling attention to
his odd physical stature.

Karl handled this problem well I

felt.
We then drove to Jacobson Park where the boys had a.
few minutes of free play on the playground equipment.
a good return trip:

We had

All the boys earned bonus points for

an appropriate and orderly return.
Our evening meal had arrived by the time we reached
the cottage. -Huck and Gene (who had completed their
classroom work about four thirty) were setting the table for
dinner.

We sat down to eat about 5:20.

blessing which was a group song.

Gil led us in the
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Alice joined us about the middle of the meal.

The

hosts for day cleaned the table and took care of_ the dishes
while the other three "policed the grounds, porc!:h, etc."
Academics started at this point about 6:00.
worked with Gil on his multiplication tables.
an arithmetic work sheet.

Alice

Kemper worked on

Gene was working on a language work-

book and Hank worked on manuscript wri_ting.

Karl .moved about

these students giving "on task points" and assistance when
needed.

Karl took Kemper to the curriculum lab to get some

materials.

Candy Jones, tutor, came in shortly after this

work started and began working with Huck in the bedroom on
arithmetic.

She used checkers for teaching addition and

subtraction principles.

Candy appears to have a sincere

interest and capability working with our students.

Alice and

Gil had moved to the stairway for privacy to continue to work
on the flash cards.
Karl announced at the beginning who would work on what
subjects.

This decision was made by conferring with Betsy.

student protested his assignment.

They worked hard in order

to earn an extra fifteen minutes of cash in time.

Don was

not with the students at all other than to walk in one time
to speak to Ann.
As the boys finished their work, they went to shower
to get ready for cash in.
seven o'clock.

Most of them were finished before

When Hank was ready to go shower, he could

No
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earn a bonus point by remembering Karl's name and he made it.
He failed to get one for my name when he called me Alice.

A

high point of the day came when he called me John Wayne.

Karl

played around with the boys (just pleasant teasing) until
cash in time.
Cash in for weekly goal:
made it.

Gil, Huck, Gene, and Hank

Kember did not make it.

Cash in for their level:

Gene, Kemper, Huck, and Hank all did ok.

Gilldid not make it

today.
Problem:

Kemper has improved on calling people "boy."

Hank discussed problem that he and George had.

All earned

extra T.V. time and snacks for free time.
General Observations:
The day appeared to be well planned.
by my observation were tuned in on this plan.

All team members
The point

chart followed the group through the day with exception of
special areas (P.E. and Art).

In these instances the record

had to depend on Mickey to remember at a later date.

I agree

with Karl that Don should have a more active part in the
evening program.

The positive relationship he displayed with

the boys at breakfast could make a contribution to the
evening program.

He and Alice could be with the group at

dinner even if they had already eaten.

With a total team in-

volvement appr·oach there would be reduced inducement for
visitory who could interrupt the planned program.
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Karl indicated the schedule would have greater variety
and flexibility as the weather improves.

I agree with the

evening staff that this would be an improvement as it has
become pretty tightly structured during the winter months.

CHAPTER VI I I
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
There were many changes in the Braves group both in
group composition and staff during the time period studied.
The changes that occurred were partially due to the experience
that teachers gained working in the Braves group.

The

Administration emphasized Re-Ed philosophy throughout the
period, therefore, asteacher was better prepared after each
interval to treat children within the framework of this
philosophy.

Consequently, more children were graduated during

the final interval studied.
The Braves staff at this writing are working effeciently
together as a team.

Procedures that were implemented during

this· study will be continued as long as they are effective.
A proposed follow-up study will make it possible to be more
definite about conclusions.
Conclusions
1.

There was a variation in a team's view of the

presenting problem and actual problem.
during the study.
2.

This was remediated

(Tables IV, V, and VI)

At the beginning of this study, team members

acted autonomously.
3.

Near the end of the study it was apparent that team
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members more often acted as a unit than they had previously.
(Tables VII, VIII, and IX)
4.

The average length of residential treatment can be

decreased in direct relation to consistent treatment and
accurate understanding of the child's reason for referral.
5.

There was no evidence to indicate that consistaht

treatment increases academic gains.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
To be administered individually to:
Day Teacher Counselor
Night Teacher Counselor
Teacher As.sis tan t
Dormitory Counselor
Physical Education Specialist
Art Education Specialist
1.

What target behaviors do you attempt to change or
eliminate?

2.

What approach do you use in effecting this change?
(If spontaneous response does not fit into following
categories, ask which of the approaches do you use
most often.)

3.

A.

Ignoring inappropriate and rewarding appropriate
behaviors.

B.

Setting limits and group pressure.

C.

Moti vati_onal structuring of ·environment.

D.

Task analysis and breaking up tasks.

Would you say the target behavior as you see it has
changed? Has the child's behavior improved?

The questions will refer to children beginning with a
particular group in December and again in January.
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APPENDIX B
Rating Scale

Braves Name

Referral Reason

Target Behavior

Date

Rate improvement from 1 to 5.
l,

Frequent Problem

2.

Fairly Significant

3.

Noticable Improvement

4.

Occurs occasionally but not a major problem.

5.

Non-existant

To be completed in weekly team meetings and submitted to the
Academic Coordinator.
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